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PRESS RELEASE 

– 
TERNUA ADVANCES TOWARDS INNOVATION 
LEADERSHIP FOLLOWING ITS SUSTAINABILITY 
PATHWAY IN THE FW 1920 COLLECTION  
  
The	use	of	 sustainable	and	 recycled	 fabrics	 cuts	across	 the	different	
product	 categories,	 from	 PROTECH,	 the	 most	 technical,	 to	 SPIRIT	
OUTDOORS,	the	most	casual. 

 
 

 
Ternua presents at ISPO its FW 19-20 collection. This is a highly technical collection in terms of 
choice of fabrics and, of course, it is environmentally friendly, in line with the brand philosophy. 
Broadly speaking, it should be noted that 100% of its textile collection is PFC free and 48% of its 
products are designed with recycled fabrics such as carpet, fishing nets, plastic bottles, feathers, 
coffee grounds, wool or nutshells. 
 
Given that its priority is sustainable innovation, and in order to provide the consumer with greater 
visibility and more information on the fabrics and finishes of the garment, for this FW 19-20 
collection Ternua has developed a series of highly visual labels to explain the functionality of the 
garment at a glance. And for this collection the brand has developed new fabrics, highly 
technical, very functional and, of course, sustainable - such as Shelltec Active Flex, Shelltec 
Breathe, Dryshell Active Flex and Dryshell Prowool, among others. An innovation project led by 
the team of Edu Uribesalgo, the brand’s Director of Innovation and Sustainability.  
 
In terms of product categories, the most noteworthy is the presentation of a new PROTECH 
collection - the most technical range, focused on performance-oriented consumers and the most 
demanding in terms of the functionality aspects and the design of the garments. Ternua created 
a series of first, second and third layers with the help of mountaineering professionals who are 
also "friends" of the brand: Alberto Iñurrategi, Miriam Marco, Iker Madoz, Oriol Baró and Marcus 
Klaiber. Different focus groups were formed with these friends to jointly produce a collection 
where every last detail has been studied. The climbers provided feedback based on their 
experience in the mountains, which resulted in the highly technical PROTECH line, characterised 
by sustainability (recycled fabrics and fillings and Bluesign certificates bearing the Commitment 
and PFC free label). 
 
The Adrenalite line, also a very technical Ternua range, offers new models of very light, very 
breathable and very compactable garments, ideal for high intensity aerobic sports in mountains 
in winter. Also featured in this winter 2019 collection is Ternua's  newly designed ski 
mountaineering suit BLACKCOMB SKI SUIT with a Dryshell Active Flex, bielastic fabric, PFC-free 
and made from recycled discarded fishing nets. The production involved the collaboration of the 
organizers of the Altitoy ski mountaineering race, sponsored by Ternua. This ski suit has received 
the ISPO AWARD GOLD WINNER 2019 in the snowsports category, being the third ISPO AWARD 
won by Ternua in the last three years (2016 –SouthRiver-Terranona jackets and 2017- Craddle 
Jkt). 
 
 
Finally, in the Spirit Outdoor line, Ternua has released new models of shirts for men and women 
made with organic cotton and new "recover blue" t-shirts, designed with a fabric that mixes 
recycled cotton with polyester recycled from plastic bottles. There is no lack of new jackets and 
sweatshirts in this collection, also environmentally-friendly and combining technical 
performance with casual use.  
 
 
*PROTECH SERIES´ HIGHLIGHTS DETAILED IN PROTECH SERIES’ PRESS RELEASE.  
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HIGHLIGHTS (ADRENALITE LINE) 

AGILE HYBRID JKT (MEN & WOMEN) 

A performance jacket, the AGILE HYBRID JACKET M targets intense 
athletic activities. It is bodymapped to maximize insulation on the 
chest: its windproof, 20D tear-resistant Pertex quantum air fabric 
retains the warmth of Warmshell breathe synthetic insulation. In 
other areas, a structured warmshell knit fab- ric boosts moisture 
wicking to always keep you dry. Ergonomically designed for super-
fluid movement, this is an ideal thermal layer for cold weather and 
intense training sessions. • Athletic fit • Tight hood for cold 
protection • Front zip closure • 2 front chest pockets • Thumbholes • 
Flat lock seams • PFC free DWR water repellency treatment • 
Bluesign approved fabrics 

 

 

 

RAPID TOP (MEN & WOMEN) 

A versatile hooded midlayer for the full spectrum of mountain 
activities made with light and breathable structured warmshell knit 
fabric that is stretch, compressible and durable. • Athletic fit • 
Ergonomically designed for super-fluid movement • Very breathable 
and ideal for high intense activities • Structured warmshell knit that 
is warm and very breathable, ideal for high intense activities • It 
features a balaclava-style hood • one chest pocket • thumbholes • 
flat lock seams • Bluesign approved fabrics 

 

 

 

 

MUZTAGH PANT (MEN & WOMEN) 

Versatile Slim fit pants for the full spectrum of mountain activities--
made with Shellstretch pro wool, a blend of a durable 4 way nylon 
on the out- side and merino wool on the inside that provides perfect 
moisture and temperature regulation. The natural fibers wick up 
moisture, transport- ing them to the outside so that the sinside stays 
dry and comfortable on the skin. • Athletic fit • Very breathable and 
ideal for intense activities • Ergonomically designed for super-fluid 
movement • 2 front hand pocket • Adjustable waist with elastic cord 
• Hem armortex reinforcement • Zip adjustable hem for wider boots • 
PFC free DWR water repellency treat- ment • Bluesign approved 
fabrics 
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BLACKCOMB SKI SUIT (MEN & WOMEN) 

ISPO AWARD GOLD WINNER 2019_SNOWSPORTS CATEGORY 

Race suit developed together with our mountain ski ahletes and 
designed for high-performance ski touring . Excellent balance of 
breathability, light weight and warmth. Ideal for racing. Made with 
dryshell active flex fabric, a blend of 65% recycled nylon coming 
from recycling fishing nets and 35% elastan. • Ergonomical, 
breathable and lightweight • Laser cut holes at the back for 
maximum breathability • 2 chest pockets for quick access to skins • 
Two zippered inner chest pockets for avalanche transceiver. • Front 
waist opening with elastic gripper. • Reinforcement at shoulders. • 
Rein- forcement at bottom of leg. • Suitable for all ski touring boots" 
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About Ternua.  

Ternua is a brand that designs and produces outdoor technical 
clothing. It markets its garments nationally and internationally and 
is present in more than 20 countries in Europe, Asia and America.	
It belongs to the European Outdoor Group, which includes the 
most important outdoor and mountaineering brands in the world, 
who collaborate constructively and positively in promoting the 
common interests of the European outdoor sector. It's also a 
member of the EOCA council, European Outdoor Conservation 
Association, which is a non-profit association that's distributed 
more than € 2 M in environmental conservation projects since 
2006. Likewise, it's one of the founding members and on the 
council of the IGOT, It’s Great Out There, non-profit association 
whose goal is to promote outdoor activities in order to fight against 
sedentary lifestyles and thus improve the quality of life and 
socialisation of the people involved. Furthermore, it sponsors top-
class events and athletes.  

At a product level, Ternua designs and produces following 
sustainability parameters.  The entire OI 19 textile collection is 
PFC free and Commitment, which certifies the garments have 
been manufactured with recycled, bio-degradable or natural 
materials, organic cotton or Bluesign certified materials. Also in 
the upcoming collection, 48% of the clothing is made with recycled 
textiles like carpet, fishing nets, plastic bottles, feathers, coffee 
grounds, wool or walnut shells.  Don't forget it's also a pioneer in 
using Neokdun recycled feathers in all its feather products and in 
applying a PFC free waterproofing treatment to recycled feathers.  
 
In the field of innovation, Ternua has elite partners, notably 
including the climber Alberto Iñurrategi, who examine and test the 
prototype garments that are designed, in a kind of innovation 
laboratory, as they set the new challenges in the development of 
new products by testing them before their market launch (What’s 
Next Project). Finally, it is worth highlighting the brand's 
craftsmanship, as a real clothing manufacturer with the ability to 
make garments in its own headquarters, something that few 
brands can claim.  

www.ternua.com  

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


